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Thermoelectric cooler aids
remote, hazardous spectroscopy

ruly new technologies are rare. So inno-
vation usually means adapting familiar
methods and equipment to improve qual-

ity and cut costs.
Thermoelectric cooling, for example, has long

used dissimilar semiconductor materials and dc
current to create temperature differentials with-
out compressors, fluorocarbons, and piping. It's
been reflned over the decades and is now used in
many applications, such as cooling electronic
enclosures in hazardous locations, including NEC
Class 1, Division 2. These environments are typi-
cal in oil and chemical refineries, foundries, and
other places adjacent to gases or vapors.

To improve efficiency and reduce maintenance
costs, Guided Wave Process Analytical Systems
(El Dorado Hills, Calif.) recently installed anAHP-
1200XP solid-state cooling system from Thermo-
Electric Cooling America Corp. (TECA, Chicago,
Il1.) to cool its near-infrared (NIR) radiation
remote spectroscopy system. A division of UOP
LLC, Guided Wave's spectroscopy equipment col-
lects real-time data from liquids, gases, slurries,
and polymer-based films during on-line produc-
tion processes. Its spectrophotometer transmits
radiation through fiber-optic cables to a probe
installed in a reactor or process line. Data are
interpreted bythe system's software to determine
composition or physical characteristics of materi-
als being processed.
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ln thermoelectric cooling, semiconductor materials with
dissimilar characteristics are connected electrically in series
and thermally in parallel so two junctions are created.
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Protection, maintenance
Though it sometimes can be installed further
away from the probe, the spectrophotometer
often must be installed in hazardous environ-
ments. Its electronics are protected in a sealed
enclosure, which is purged with dry nitrogen to
create positive pressure and a safe environment
for the spectrophotometer's internal equipment.
However, this sealed enclosure also traps heat
from the electronics, which are now cooled with
TECAs ThermoElectric system.

Because AHP-1200XP doesn't use air or water fil-
ters, Guided Wave's personnel are spared previ-
ously required maintenance. "Because the UOP
system can be located inhazardous and frequently
inaccessible locations in the facility, there had been
a tendency to ignore the need for filter replace-
ment. This affected efficiency and often the opera-
tion of conventional cooling systems," says Cal
Reynolds, Guided Wave's project engineering
group supervisor. 'The thermoelectric cooling sys-
tem's lack of moving parts also enabled us to mini-
mize other maintenance concerns."

One AHP-1200XP unit operates at a standard
capacity of up to 1,000 Btr/hr. However, added
units can be installed to accommodate applica-
tions with higher heat loads.

For rnore inforrnation, Circle 499 or aisit
w w w. c o nt r o I eng. c o m /fr e e info.
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tress's cooling system takes up less than
half the floor space of conventional com-
pressor-based refrigeration systems.

Known as the contORrM table surface,
the new product incorporates the fea-
tures of a heating/cooling system, a vac-
uum bag, and polyurethane foam. The
vacuum bag and foam help relieve pres-
sure on anesthetized surgieal patients,
who, in some cases, do not move for
more than three hours at a time. The
heating/cool ing system helps to keep
patients warm during long operations, or
cool in cases such as open heart surgery.
Previously, al l  of those systems were
independent and separate.

One of the keys to the creation of the new
product was the development of a liquid
chiller for the heating/cooling feature. To
minimize the size of the liquid chiller and
enhance its reliability, Hill-Rom engineers
employed a novel approach: They used a
solid-state cooling system.

Designed by engineers at Chicago-
based ThermoElectric Cooling America
(TECA), the system chills the coolant

liquid in the channels of the mattress. It
measures about 8 inches square by 10
inches deep.

Had it used a conventional compressor-
based system instead of solid-state cooling,
it would have been roughly the size of a
window unit air conditioner, engineers say.
"The solid-state cooler eliminates a lot of
bulk and size," notes Karl Caldwell, senior
project engineer specialist for Hill-Rom.
"It also eliminates the potential risk of
Freon leakage, which you don't want in the
operating room." d||

-Charles J. Murray,
Senior Regional Editor
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Solid-state cooling shapes operating room mattress

f harleston, SC-Employing solid-
\,/ state cooling instead of a conven-
tional refrigeration system, engineers have
designed a new thermal mattress that incor-
porates more features and uses less floor
space in the operating room.

Designed by engineers at the Hill-Rom
Co. Inc., a subsidiary of Hi l lenbrand
Industries, the new mattress includes fea-
tures that heat, cool, and help position a
patient on the operating room table. In the
past, hospitals have used two or three sep-
arate products to accomplish all that. At
the same time, however, the new mat-

A new thermal mattress for operaling rooms
employs solid-state cooling instead
of conventional relri geration.
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